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WML-Somalia- water project presented by MD101 for NSR

Lions Clubs is 

helping tens of 

thousands of 

people in 

Somalia with 

water.

People and animals 

in Somalia will 

have a better life.
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Tens of thousands of people and 

animals in Bari Region Somalia 

will get better life condition and a 

chance to live their home regions 

without fear of fleeing because of 

lack of water. 

Background and Purpose
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The goal is to drill at least 5 boreholes in an area of 500 km long.

Deep boreholes.
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This is Beeliwacatay- first borehole in Bari Region Somalia
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This is Hamure - second borehole in Bari Region Somalia

After we found water. 

We started constructing

water supply system.
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Hamure borehole

Inauguration and handover ceremony

Again delegates from the local government 

attended the hand over ceremony.
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Long-term solution- with clean water people do not need to immigrarate 

Happy local inhabitance 
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Lions always engages the local Lions Clubs and Water Authorities

Agreement was made with 

water ministry for 

future maintenance  
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This water project is in line with LCI priorities 
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WML 4.0 - Fourth borehole as a NSR project

Lions MD 101 is recommending NSR to own/takeover 

the MD101 Water project in Puntland, Somalia for 

drilling and construction of water supply system for a 

total of two boreholes in the area. 

After implementing the these two boreholes more than 

25.000 people and their animals will directly or 

indirectly will benefit the water. People will also have 

the opportunity to grow vegetation. 
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Project budget with LCIF Grant. 

MD101 will give extra support to the project as it indicated in the income.

.
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Project group
PCC Anna Maria Berstein Chairperson

bernstein@telia.com , +46 707866643

Mursal Isa, Project co-ordinator

jalwiye@hotmail.com , +46 707794977

PDG Lennart Pettersson member

lennart.pettersson41@gmail.com

Members of the project team

  
 

mailto:jalwiye@hotmail.com
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Help Lions with the heart

Questions? Thank you!
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